Abstract. We consider the convergence of partition functions and endpoint density for the half-space directed polymer model in dimension 1 + 1 in the intermediate disorder regime as considered for the full space model by Alberts, Khanin and Quastel in [AKQ]. By scaling the inverse temperature like βn −1/4 , the point-to-point partition function converges to the chaos series for the solution to stochastic heat equation with Robin boundary condition and delta initial data. We also apply our convergence results to the exact-solvable log-gamma directed polymer model in a half-space.
Introduction
We study a half-space 1+1 dimensional directed polymer model with i.i.d random environment in the bulk and extra i.i.d boundary random environment. Consider a symmetric random walk on non-negative integers Z ≥0 with behavior at boundary governed by the i.i.d random variables X i from the boundary random environment, the walk collects weights from the i.i.d bulk random environment along its path. Normalized by partition functions, the probability polymer measure is defined as a measure-valued random variable with randomness inherited from the two random environments. Randomness from the bulk random environment is weighted by the so-called inverse temperature β and it vanishes in the polymer measure when β is zero while the highest energy path(which enjoys the largest sum of weights along the path) dominates as β goes to infinity. One general goal for directed polymer model is to study the behavior of the partition functions and polymer measure when n goes to infinity and β varies.
The full space case was treated in [AKQ] and they showed by scaling inverse temperature like βn −1/4 and scale random walk diffusively, the point-to-point partition function converges in distribution to the chaos series for the solution to stochastic heat equation (SHE) with delta initial data, (the Hopf-Cole solution to the KPZ equation), which suggests the connection between polymer model and KPZ universality. We adopt the same scaling regime for the half-space polymer model and deal with boundary condition by tuning the reflection rate of the boundary environment such that E[X i ] = 1 − µ/ √ n for 1
Definitions of the model and main results
This paper aims to study the behavior of directed polymer partition functions and the endpoint density of polymer measures under intermediate disorder scaling of β into βn −1/4 on the half line (i.e. non-positive integers). In this section we first provide all the definitions, introduce the notations needed and state the main results.
2.1. Half-space Polymer. Considering an n-step simple symmetric random walk on non-negative integers Z ≥0 with a totally reflecting barrier at the origin. The law of this walk is equal to that of the absolute value of a standard symmetric random walk on Z. Denote the reflecting random walk probability measure by P R on paths starting from origin at time 0 and we also denote P m,x R as the probability measure on paths starting at x ≥ 0 at time m ≥ 0. This measure P n,x R will serve as our background probability measure throughout this paper and we omit the superscript when there is no ambiguity about the starting point and time. For a path S, let S i denote its location at time i and define transition probability for a random walk starting at x at time m and arriving at y ≥ 0 at time n ≥ 0 by p(m, n, x, y) := S:Sn=y P m,x R (S).
To add the randomness, let X = {X i } be a sequence of i.i.d. non-negative random variables such that E[X 1 ] = γ and we refer X as the boundary random environment. Define the random transition kernel p X (m, n, x, y) := S:Sn=y m≤i≤n:S i =0 X i · P m,x R (S), (2.1) and the corresponding random measure P X , P X (S) := i≥0:S i =0
which is a measure-valued random variable with randomness inherited from X. Note that in general P X is not a probability measure.
When the boundary random environment is deterministic such that X i ≡ γ ≥ 0, where γ is denoted as the reflection rate for the barrier at origin, it follows that the barrier is absorbing if 0 ≤ γ < 1, totally reflecting if γ = 1, and propagating if γ > 1. Now the transition kernel p γ (m, n, x, y) becomes also deterministic.
Let ω(i, z) for (i, z) ∈ Z ≥0 × Z ≥0 be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables, and the collection ω := {ω(i, z)} is called bulk random environment. The energy of an n-step nearest neighbor walk S in the environment ω is defined as:
Define the polymer probability measure with randomness inherited from both the bulk random environment ω and the boundary random environment X as:
where β is called inverse temperature and the normalization term Z ω,X n (β) is a partition function, defined as:
where the expectation is taken with respect to probability measure P R and preserves randomness from ω and X. While we are mainly interested in the limiting behavior of Z ω,X n (βn −1/4 ), for technical reasons we first study the convergence of a modified partition function which admits a simple discrete chaos expansion:
Here
k is a discrete integer simplex:
with convention i 0 = 0, x 0 = 0 and p X (0, 0, 0, 0) := 1.
More generally, we want to study the limiting process of the following pointto-point partition function under the same scaling regime, which is defined as
where ½ is the indicator function. And we study the polymer endpoint density:
.
Similarly, we work with a modified point-to-point partition function
This conditional expectation can be expanded as a discrete sum of weighted chaoses:
is the k-fold transition kernel for a half-space random walk with a barrier conditional on arriving at x at step n, defined as: 
and if for any function ϕ(x),
It is proved in [CS, Lemma 4.4 ] by a generalized image method that the Robin heat kernel ρ µ (t, x, y) is of the form
where erfc(x) is the complementary error function
Note that ρ µ is decreasing in µ and ρ 0 solves heat equation with Neumann boundary condition, which implies that for any
as the standard heat kernel. Lemma 2.2. For any µ ∈ R, there exists a positive constant C(µ) which only depends on µ, such that for any (t, x, y)
, we denote the k-fold standard heat kernel and k-fold Robin heat kernel as:
And we have
. 
with delta initial data and Robin boundary condition:
Here ξ(t, x) is a white noise on R ≥0 × R ≥0 with covariance structure
With the help of the Robin heat kernel, the mild solution is given by
where
For the details about white noise and Wiener chaos, we refer to [AKQ, Section 3] . Further discussion can be found in [Ja] .
2.3.
Main results and ideas of the proof. In this section our main results are stated and sketches of the proofs are provided. We postpone the formal proofs and technical details until Section 4. Under intermediate disorder scaling, i.e. βn −1/4 scaling, we show the convergence in distribution of the discrete modified partition function to a continuum space-time Wiener chaos series Z √ 2β of the following form:
By a similar argument, we have the convergence of point-to-point partition functions as a process to A √ 2β (x) given pointwise by chaos expansion:
the convergence to A √ 2β (x) will be in the topology of supremum norm on bounded continuous functions throughout this paper and still denoted as weak
Our main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 2.3. Let ω be i.i.d random environment with mean zero and variance one. Weakly scale the random variables X such that the reflection rate
for some positive ε. Thus we have the following results.
(A) As n → ∞, the modified point-to-line partition function converges in distribution,
, then as long as λ(β) < ∞ for β > 0 sufficiently small, the unmodified point-to-line partition function converges in distribution,
Under the assumption that the ω have six moments, the process converges weakly,
(D) Under the assumption that the ω satisfy λ(β) < ∞ for β sufficiently small, we have
(E) Under the latter moment assumptions, we also have a random local limit theorem
U-statistics
We recall the definition of U-statistics and state some technical lemmas, which will be needed in the prove of our main theorem. Proofs of those lemmas can be found in [AKQ, Section 4] .
, the corresponding U-statistics could be viewed as the sum of the sequence of ω(i, x) weighted by a discretized version of g defined on a collection of rectangles indexed by the lattice points (i, x).
Due to the periodicity of symmetric simple random walk, i and x have the same parity, which we denote as i ↔ x. More generally, i ↔ x means the all corresponding entries share the same parity. Let R n k be a collection of rectangles R, defined by
3) and with 1 being the vector of all ones and
With the collection R n k , we now discretize L 2 functions by replacing their values with integral mean on rectangles in
where (i, x) ∈ R ∈ R n k . Note that g is constant on every single R. Now we define the corresponding U-statistics as
Here for the convenience of applying U-statistics results we consider sums over
The following lemma, , proved as [AKQ, Lemma 4 .1], bounds the second moment from above.
Lemma 3.1. Let S n k (g) be a U-statistics as in (3.1), then for any linear combinations of functions
α l g l with probability one. If random environment variables satisfy moment conditions
. Note that the U-statistics is invariant under permutation for (i, x) and we denote Sym g(i,
where σ k is the symmetric group of degree k.
The following lemma shows that U-statistics converges to multiple stochastic integrals in distribution under proper scaling.
Moreover for any finite collection of k 1 , . . . , k m ∈ Z ≥0 and g 1 , . . . , g m with
, the joint convergence holds,
The following lemma shows that the discrete chaos expansion converges to the continuum chaos series in distribution.
, then as n → ∞, we have the joint convergence:
The strategy for proving Theorem 2.3 is to first prove the convergence for the modified partition function Z ω n and then rewrite the unmodified partition function Z ω n in the same form as Z ω n with a perturbed environmentω n , depending on n, of still mean zero but with variance only asymptotically one. In addition, for the log-gamma polymer partition functions, the strategy for proving Theorem 5.1 is still to rewrite the log-gamma partition functions in the form of the modified partition function Z ω n and deal with the issue that the random environment will only be i.i.d on the diagonal and bulk respectively. And we provide the following lemmas below, which gives sufficient conditions on the random environmentω so that the convergence result for U-statistics S n k (g;ω n )(with ω replaced byω n ) in Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 still hold and could be applied to both of the partition function Z ω n and the log-gamma case. 
then the follwing convergence result stills holds forω, as n → ∞,
) individually satisfy (3.2), then as n → ∞, we have the joint convergence:
Proof for the convergence of the partition functions
In order to show the convergence of the partition functions, it is necessary to derive the local limit theorem, L 2 boundedness and L 2 convergence of the transition kernel for random walks with a barrier at origin.
Let T (n, z) be the probability that a standard simple random walk on Z arrives at x = z after n jumps starting at origin. Thus
The following lemma gives an explicit expression for p γ (m, m + n, x, y), see the proof as in [G, (23) ]. Another approach for the transition kernel can also be found in [CS, Lemma 4.5] .
Lemma 4.1. For any fixed m ≥ 0,
An upper bound for p γ (m, m + n, x, y) is needed in the proof of the convergence result. Recall that γ is the reflection rate, when γ ≤ 1, p γ (m, m + n, x, y) ≤ p(m, m + n, x, y), i.e the totally reflecting case, but when γ > 1 the system will have mass coming in and we need to compute how frequently the walker goes to the barrier in order to estimate the discrete transition kernel. Denote N n as the number of times that a walker goes to origin within n step starting as origin and τ k as the stopping time for the k-th return to origin, thus P (N n ≥ k) = P (τ k ≤ n) . In the following lemma, we compute the Laplace transformation of τ k .
Lemma 4.2. For any λ > 0,
Proof. Due to the Markov property for random walks,
Conditional on the first step and by reflection principle, P(τ 1 = 2n) = 1 2n−1 P(S 2n = 0). The result follows from standard computation.
, thus for any n, there exists a constant C(µ) > 0 such that
Proof. Note that if µ ≥ 0, then x p γ (0, n, 0, x) ≤ 1 for all n. The case µ < 0 is more interesting since γ > 1. For a path S, denote N S as the number of times for S passing origin. Thus
P(S)
=: I 1 + I 2 .
Obviously the second term could be bounded by some constant C(µ) depending only on µ. And we estimate
, we could compute that
Now it suffices to compute the Taylor expansion in n and it's straightforward to see
Now combining the estimates for I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , the desired result follows.
In the following lemma, we prove the local limit theorem for p γ (m, m + n, x, y) as tuning the reflection rate with γ = 1 − µ/ √ n. Note that p γ (m, m + n, x, y) is indeed time-homogeneous and we assume m = 0 without loss of generality.
Lemma 4.4. Assume the reflection rate γ = 1 − µ √ n for µ ∈ R, then for any continuous coordinates (t, x, y)
See the expression for ρ µ in (2.10).
Proof. Applying Lemma 4.1, we have
For the first two terms we have,
Denote the rest summation as
Applying the local limit theorem for binomial distribution for fixed j, we have
Consider the summation over
Since the complementary error function has exponential decay, it suffices to show that
Also note that j-th term in the summation means the transition probability from x √ n to y √ n with going to the boundary for j + 1 times and the exponential decay rate in α follows from the estimates in Lemma 4.3. Thus we have,
The second equality follows from integration by parts. Adding (4.3) and (4.4) together, the desired result follows.
The following lemma shows that under the assumption that the variance of the boundary random variable decays, using the replica method, the variance of the random transition kernel converges to 0.
Lemma 4.5. Assume there exists ε > 0 such that Var[X i ] = σ 2 = o(n −ε ), then for any integers m, x, y ≥ 0, when n is large enough,
Proof. Since
We compute
Recall that
For two paths S i ,S j , if we denote N n as the number of indices i such that S i =S i = 0, then
We can decompose N n into two cases with δ > 0:
and N n > (log n) 1+δ .
For the case 0 ≤ N n ≤ (log n) 1+δ , we estimate
For the case when N n > (log n) 1+δ , it follows that P(N n > (log n) 1+δ ) = o(1) using the fact that the expected time of a 2-D random walk returning to origin is of order log n and applying Markov inequality.
Recall the definition p(m, n, x, y) in (2.1) and combine the estimates above, we have
Observe that in the expression of discrete modified partition function Z ω,X n as in (2.2), the transition kernel p X,k (i, x) as in (2.4) is only defined for half of the lattice points (i, x) ∈ D n k × Z k ≥0 due to the parity condition. In order to interpret Z ω,X n as a U-statistics, we will interpolate the discrete transition
as follows. Given x ∈ R ≥0 and i ∈ Z ≥0 , define [x] i to be the largest integer among the ones that are smaller than x and are of the same parity as i. For a
where 2 −k deals with the parity condition. Secondly for (t,
Under above definition and by the wayp X,k is extended, p n,X k is constant on the rectangles of R
Note that we interpolate the conditional k-fold transition kernel p X,k similarly and get p n,X k|x . The following lemma bounds the L 2 norm and shows the L 2 convergence for p
, thus there exists a constant C(µ) such that for all k ≥ 0 and x ∈ R, we have
Proof. We prove (4.6) and (4.8) in below and the same argument works for (4.7) and (4.9). By Lemma 4.4, there exists a constant C(µ) such that
And we compute
By Lemma 4.3 and (4.10), it follows that
For the L 2 convergence (4.8), due to the pointwise convergence of p n γ,k , it suffices to look for a L 2 dominate function and we first prove the k = 1 case. Note that by a direct computation with Stirling formula, there exists uniform constants c, C > 0independent of t, x, n such that
and we proceed to show that the above bound hold for √ np γ (0, nt, 0, √ nx) when γ > 1 and the γ < 1 case is straightforward by comparing with reflecting random kernel p(0, nt, 0, √ nx). Recall the expression for √ np γ (0, nt, 0, √ nx) in (4.1), the summation is in fact only from 0 ≤ j < 1 2 nt and for any 0 ≤ j < 1 2 nt, we have
It remains to argue that the summation in the last line is bounded above independent of n and (t, x) ∈ [0, 1] × R ≥0 . The second term could be done by comparing to the Riemann sum of integral ∞ 0 se −cs 2 ds and note that the term e j √ n would be absorbed in to the term e −cj 2 nt for j large. The first term could dealt with similarly.
Since the general k-fold transition kernel is the product of k 1-fold transition kernel and each of term is bounded by heat kernel with only sacrifice of the constant c, it follows immediately that p 
Recall the definition of
where the parity condition is handled by the p X,k and summation is over i ∈ D n k and we could rewrite the modified point-to-line partition function as
By identifying Z ω,γ n with the U-statistics as in (4.11), now we start to prove the main Theorem 2.3 in a few steps as follows.
Step 1, proof of Theorem 2.3(A). Since the Robin heat kernel ρ µ (t, x, y) is a L 2 function and so is the k-fold transition kernel ρ µ,k , by Lemma 3.3 it follows that for all β > 0, as n → ∞,
It suffices to show that the difference
converges to 0 in L 2 . By splitting the above series and applying linearity of S n k , we have
By Lemma 3.1 the second term is bounded from above in L 2 by
which converges to zero if the infinite series k≥1
is summable. By (2.12), for any constant
is summable in k.
By Lemma 2.2, the Robin heat kernel ρ µ ≤ C(µ) · ̺ where C(µ) is a constant depending only on µ,
< ∞ and the second term converges to zero as n goes to infinity.
For the first term, we have
The local limit theorem 4.4 implies that
And Lemma 4.6 shows that for any k, as n → ∞,
Also by Lemma 4.6 there exists a constant C(µ) > 0 such that
which implies
Having established the convergence for Z ω,γ n (βn −1/4 ), we now turn to likewise demonstrating convergence of Z ω,X n where randomness is also present at the boundary random environment. It suffices to show
We have
As in
Step 1, it suffices to show p
as n → ∞.
Recall the definition for p n,X k (t, x) as in (4.5) and the definition for the k-fold transition kernel p X,k as in (2.4), it follows that
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that p n,X k − p n,γ k converges in L 2 and the desired convergence for Z ω,X n (βn −1/4 ) follows.
Now we begin the process of extending the convergence to the unmodified point-to-line partition function Z ω,X n .
Step 2, proof of Theorem 2.3(B).. Define the environment fieldω n by
It remains to extend the result for the Z ω,X n x √ n; βn −1/4 partition functions to Z ω,X n x √ n; βn −1/4 . This is accomplished in the same way as in Step 2 by introducing theω n environment field and using the relation Z ω n = Zω n n . The joint convergence holds for the point-to-line partition function and the point-to-point partition function at any finite collection of points, which implies the random local limit theorem for the endpoint density,
Application to log-gamma polymer models
In this section we consider the half-space log-gamma polymer model and apply the argument for Theorem 2.3 to the log-gamma polymer partition functions. The integrable log-gamma polymer models in dimension 1 + 1 are of significant importance among polymer models in the sense that integral formulas are discovered and steepest descent analysis is allowed, see [BBC] .
We start with defining the log-gamma polymer model and follow notations used in the literature. For an endpoint (m, n), m ≥ n, define the point-to-point partition function by
where we sum over the paths S from (0, 0) to (m, n) which always stay in the half-quadrant with m ≥ n. Note that the the probabilities of these paths do not sum to one. To match with the previous setting in the half-space regime with a barrier at origin, we rewrite where # S is the number of times that path S visits the origin and E R is the expectation with respected to the reflected random walk measure. AndỸ i,j is defined byỸ
Under the above definition for the log-gamma point-to-point partition function, the point-to-line partition function is defined by Starting from now, we fix the parameters of the log-gamma random environment with
as studied in [BBC] with moments formulas derived. Here Γ −1 (α) is the inverse gamma distribution with shape parameter α and scale parameter 1, and with density 1 Γ(α)
We have the following convergence results for log-gamma polymer model.
Theorem 5.1. Let Y i,j be independent random variables distributed as in (5.2), the following convergence results hold for the half-space log-gamma polymer model as n → ∞, (A) For the point-to-line partition function,
For the point-to-point partition function, with x ≥ 0, √ n
For the endpoint density, with x ≥ 0,
Proof. The proof is based on the same argument as in Theorem 2.3 and it suffices to rewrite the log-gamma partition functions to match with the discrete chaos expansion as in (2.2). Note that , we have,
Note that now the weights ω i,j on the off-diagonals are i.i.d with mean zero and variance asymptotically one, the weights ω i,i on the diagonal are also i.i.d with mean zero but with variance asymptotically two. Re-examining the proof of Theorem 2.3, the difference we have here is that the weights ω i,i and ω i,j are not of the same distribution and ω i,i are of variance asymptotically two instead of one, which could be overcome by Lemma 3.5.
Also for γ n = 1 −
, we have the same local limit theorem as in Theorem 4.4. Thus the same argument for Theorem 2.3 still works and we get the desired convergence results for log-gamma polymer model.
